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Deck line

WEE NIP Mk 2
Key dimensions
A boat of these dimensions has proven
to be ‘useful’, builders however should
consider minor changes to improve performance
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Servo tray C/L 220
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Construction Method
On a smooth flat board at least 900x250x20, draw out a centre line and offset lines as above.
At points indicated by the offsets drive small brads in 10mm leaving 6mm above the board.
Bend the gunnel strip inside the brads on each side. 5x5 or 6x6 cedar, spruce or bass is suitable.
It may be necessary to place additional brads inside these rails to achieve a smooth line.
Cut additional pieces of rail to use as deck beams in the positions shown
Glue in the beams taking care to ensure the glue does not stick to the base board – small pieces of thin
plastic under each joint will do.
Glue a small 0.6mm ply triangle over each joint to reinforce –
When glue is set turn over the frame can be presented
to the hull skin while the skin is in the mould.

0.
0

Deck Frame Layout - Designed to fit neatly inside the
Bayswater Nip fibre glass mould.
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Offsets from centreline
for deck frame
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Last deck beam c/l
is here but rails continue
A bit past the 700mm mark to achieve
a smooth line and be cut off later
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Beam for jib swivel

Beam for mast support

Beams each side of
servo access hatch
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Beam for jib sheet
attachment (swivel type jib)
Beam for jib sheet (vang jib type)

Drawn Pete Trimmer
Unchecked draft 24.6.10
Amend B 26.6.10
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Dummy beam to retain gunnel shape

Fill the space between skin
and gunnel beam with epoxy
And sand gunnel and deck beams flat
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Offsets from centreline
for bottom frame
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Epoxy glue deck frame to hull
Deck rails
6x6 transom frame
Cover the transom with material similar to deck

4mm ID brass tube
25mm dia 2mm ply disc
2mm ply tube support

Epoxy

TRANSOM DETAILS

RUDDER TUBE DETAILS
Hull bottom

Fin

Fin supports 2mm ply

Epoxy

FIN SUPPORT DETAILS

Shapes to fit inside chine line

Drawn Pete Trimmer
Unchecked draft 24.6.10
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METHOD
Cut out the skin shapes from 0.6 mm laminate to plan dimensions.
Leave on any protective plastic covering on the laminate.
Sand the underside (non shiny) rear edges to a knife edge over 6 mm.
Lay skins, surface down on masking tape at the rear and front edges
as shown.
Pre glue the rear of the 4mm SS shaft to the lower skin.
Put glue on rear edge, timber leading edge, and shaft.
Fold one skin over the other and firmly tape leading edges to timber filler
When all glue is set and tape removed round the leading edge of the filler.
Fill the open ends top and bottom of the rudder with ‘bog’ to about 10mm depth.
Remove protective plastic film.

MATERIALS
Laminate skin

4mm stainless steel rod
Masking tape.

Shaped timber filler.

.

RUDDER CONSTRUCTION
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Profile 1

Profile 2

Profile 3

Profile 4

Profile 5

JIB PROFILES - 12mm to be added to the bottom of
each profile to raise the height
to fit inside the side rails

45
%

Li
ne

12mm added to each Jib profile here
to fit inside side rail

Drawn Pete Trimmer
Unchecked draft 24.6.10
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METHOD
Cut out the skin shapes from 0.8 mm laminate to plan dimensions.
Leave on any protective plastic covering the laminate.
Sand the underside (non shiny) rear edges to a knife edge over 6 mm.
Lay skins, surface down on masking tape at the rear and front edges
as shown.
Pre glue the rear of the 6mm carbon tube to the lower skin.
Put glue on rear edge, timber leading edge, and tube.
Fold one skin over the other and firmly tape leading edges around timber filler
When all glue is set and tape removed round the leading edge of the filler.
Fill the open ends top and bottom of the rudder with ‘bog’ to about 10mm depth.
Remove protective plastic film.

.

.

MATERIALS
0.8mm Laminate skin

6mm carbon fibre tube
Masking tape.

Shaped timber filler
Location of pre-glue epoxy.

Drawn Pete Trimmer
Unchecked draft 24.6.10
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Ideally servo arm is canted so a tangent to arm movement
is in line with a straight line between sheet attachment
and thru deck.

Sheet
Attachment

Servo Strength Calculation

Servo Torque 19kg/cm – (Eurgle 16_11 example)
Servo Arm 6cm
Pull @ arm end 19/6 = 3.16 kg
Mechanical advantage of sheet pulleys 1:2
Pull on Boom attachment 3.16/2 = 1.58kg (less friction loss)
This ‘pull’ is shared with the jib boom requirement

Sheet cord

1 kg 0.5 kg

Two strings
support the
load therefore
the advantage
is 2:1

Normal Pulley Situation

In our boat situation, the servo is the
‘1kg pull’ – as such it can only lift
(or pull on the booms) 0.5kg
Because the advantage is reversed i.e.
It is 1:2.

Wee Nip Situation

Wee Nip Sheet Servo Set up and Strength Calculation Simple Waterproof
Thru Deck Fitting

Thin ply cheeks
Biro inner tube

‘Bog’ between cheeks
Ply deck closure glued

to cheeks
Below deck ply closure

2g Stainless Pk’s

Drawn Pete Trimmer
Unchecked draft 24.6.10
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4mm Aluminium knitting needle backstay crane

6x8 Polycarbonate arm

Hole for up-haul string

Mainsail up-haul holding 2mm ss screw

Glue to 4mm SS rod

Oil soaked felt ring

8x4 ball race

Brass washer & solder 8mm brass tube

4mm ID brass tube & solder to 8mm tube

Solder plug

Brass washer & solder to bass tube

8x4 ball race

Oil soaked felt

8mm ID brass tube

Brass plate forestay support & solder
to 8mm tube

NOTE – 4mm SS shaft slightly ‘bruised’ with a
centre punch to be an easy press fit into ball races

- A smear of silicon holds the ball races in place
- NTS

FULLY ROTATING MAST HEAD FITTING (For 8mm OD Mast)

CF mast tube
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